the war of the unknown warriors, july 14, 1940
progress and is of deep consequence to Christian civilisation ; here,
girt about by the seas and oceans where the Navy reigns ; shielded
from above by the prowess and devotion of our airmen—we await
undismayed the impending assault. Perhaps it will come to-night.
Perhaps it will come next week. Perhaps it will never come. We
must show ourselves equally capable of meeting a sudden violent
shock, or what is perhaps a harder test, a prolonged vigil. But be
the ordeal sharp or long, or both, we shall seek no terms, we shall
tolerate no parley; we may show mercy—we shall ask for none.
I can easily understand how sympathetic onlookers across the
Atlantic, or anxious friends in the yet unravished countries of
Europe, who cannot measure our resources or our resolve, may have
feared for our survival when they saw so many States and kingdoms
torn to pieces in a few weeks or even days by the monstrous force
of the Nazi war machine. But Hitler has not yet been withstood
by a great nation with a will power the equal of his own. Many
of these countries have been poisoned by intrigue before they were
struck down by violence. They have been rotted from within
before they were smitten from without. How else can you explain
what has happened to France ?—to the French Army, to the French
people, to the leaders of the French people ?
But here, in our island, we are in good health and in good heart.
We have seen how Hitler prepared in scientific detail the plans for
destroying the neighbour countries of Germany. He had his plans
for Poland and his plans for Norway. He had his plans for Den-
mark. He had his plans all worked out for the doom of the peaceful,
trustful Dutch; and, of course, for the Belgians. We have seen
how the French were undermined and overthrown. We may there-
fore be sure that there is a plan—perhaps built up over years—for
destroying Great Britain, which after all has the honour to be his
main and foremost enemy. All I can say is that any plan for
invading Britain which Hitler made two months ago, must have
had to be entirely re-cast in order to meet our new position. Two
months ago—nay, one month ago—our first and main effort was to
keep our best Army in France. All our regular troops, all our
output of munitions, and a very large part of our Air Force, had to
be sent to France and maintained in action there. But now we
have it all at home. Never before in the last War—or in this—
have we had in this island an Army comparable in quality, equipment
or numbers to that which stands here on guard to-night. We
have a million and a half men in the British Army under arms to-
night, and every week of June and July has seen their organisation,
their defences and their striking power advance by leaps and
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